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VL135 “COSY” REDISCOVER
THE CLASSICS
The VL135 “Cosy” is a classic and comfortable
lounge chair that was originally introduced in
1960, around the time of the company’s 25th
anniversary. It went by the name of “Cosy”, which
still stands as an acknowledgement of Vermund
Larsen’s design.
The updated version is much like the original, but
with minor improvements such as a wider seat,
which have enhanced the chair’s overall design
and proportions. This gives the piece the quality
of a modern lounge chair.
The frame is available in chrome or black, and the
chair is available with elegant armrests in natural
oiled or black stained oak. The chair is upholstered
in one or two nuances and is available in several
attractive styles, such as Go Couture, Dunes
leather or the exclusive Grand Velour.
We are also pleased to introduce the VL136 - a
matching and stylish designed foot stool.
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A TRIBUTE TO VERMUND LARSEN
VERMUND LARSEN A/S was established in 1935 in the northern part of Denmark. The company
was founded by Mr. Vermund Larsen. Mr. Larsen passed away in 1970, but the company lives and
works in his spirit and tradition.
Mr. Larsen was an interior architect by education and an entrepreneur by heart. He became
one of the pioneers behind ergonomically correct office chairs, and he was passionate about
design, form and function. This passion for creating beautiful products was an essential driver
for him. Currently VERMUND thrives as a company, working with seating as a focus competence.
The company is diversified in three business units, all with design, functionality and high-end
quality as a common denominator.
VERMUND is the business unit caring for design furniture and is a tribute to Vermund Larsen.
The chairs are all designed and manufactured in Denmark, upholding our tradition for handcraft
and beautiful furniture.
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